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Abstract
The geometric models of higher dimensional automata (HDA) and Dijkstra’s PV-model are cubically subdivided topological
spaces with a local partial order. If a cubicalization of a topological space is free of immersed cubic Möbius bands, then there are
consistent choices of direction in all cubes, such that any n-cube in the cubic subdivision is dihomeomorphic to [0, 1]n with the
induced partial order from Rn. After subdivision once, any cubicalized space has a cubical local partial order. In particular, all
triangularized spaces have a cubical local partial order. This implies in particular that the underlying geometry of an HDA may be
quite complicated.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the study of applications of geometry and topology in computer science, the notion of a locally partially ordered
cubical complex is introduced [2]. These give the underlying geometry of a higher dimensional automaton [6] an HDA,
one of the models of concurrent systems, and moreover, the geometry of Dijkstra’s PV-models is that of a local partially
ordered cubical complex. This seems to be a very rigid structure, which would not appear many places in “nature”.
On the other hand, many spaces can be subdivided into cubes; for instance, all triangulizable spaces admit cubical
subdivisions in an unordered way, and one may ask whether they admit cubical subdivisions with a cubical local partial
order, i.e., whether each cube In = [0, 1]n in the subdivision may be equipped with one of the partial orders given by
choosing a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and deﬁning (x1, . . . , xn)(y1, . . . , yn) if xiyi for all i ∈ I and xiyi for i /∈ I.
These partial orders should be compatible on the intersections of the cubes.
Given a cubical subdivision of a space, a necessary condition for having compatible partial orders on all the cubes
is that there is a compatible local partial order on the 2-skeleton. For this, all edges which are opposite edges in some
2-cube have to be oriented consistently. We prove here, that this is in fact also a sufﬁcient condition. Moreover, after
subdividing once, all cubicalizations have a compatible local partial order. In particular, all triangularizable spaces
allow cubical local partial orders. Hence, the underlying geometry of an HDA, may be very complicated, which is a
reﬂection of the computational power of the HDA.
Moreover, given a cubical locally partially ordered space, X, the directed counterpart of the fundamental group, the
fundamental category [5,4], is on the one hand easier to calculate, since a directed path  : [0, 1] → from a point p to a
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point q has to stay in the intersection of the future of p and the past of q, which is in general only a small part of X, but
on the other hand, one has to calculate the set of paths up to directed deformation, dihomotopy, between all pairs of
points, p, q ∈ X. A connection between fundamental groups and fundamental categories could give results about the
fundamental group, and by the present results, this strategy would then be applicable to all triangularizable spaces.
2. Deﬁnitions: local partial orders and cubicalized spaces
The ﬁrst six deﬁnitions here are from [2]. The other deﬁnitions and results are new.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A semi-cubical complex or a-complex, M, is a family of sets {Mn|n0} with face maps ki : Mn →
Mn−1 (1 in, k = 0, 1) satisfying the semi-cubical relations:
ki 
l
j = lj−1ki (i < j).
A geometric cubical complex is a-complex M such that for any pair Ln and Km of elements of M, there is a (perhaps
empty) common face Fr such that any other common face Xk is a face of Fr .
A -complex may be geometrically realized by using the face maps as gluing instructions [2]. In the following, a
-complex will represent both the geometric representation and the underlying algebraic structure.
Example 2.2. Let M1 = {a, b, c}, M0 = {p, q, r} and let the face maps be 11a = 01b = p, 11b = 01c = q,
11c = 01a = r . The geometric realization is a circle divided into the three edges a, b, c.
We do not in general have a global partial order on a-complex. For instance, the circle has a direction by increasing
angle: in Example 2.2 the edges a, b, c are directed from their lower face 01 to their upper face 
1
1; but this is not a
transitive relation. Instead, we get local partial orders:
Deﬁnition 2.3. A local partial order on a Hausdorff topological space X is a cover U = {(Ui,  i )} of X by open sets,
Ui ⊂ X each with a partial order  i . Such that:
•  i is closed: for any pair x, y ∈ Ui , with xy, there are Vx and Vy , open neighborhoods of x and y, s.t. z ∈ Vx and
w ∈ Vy implies zw.
• For all x ∈ X there is a non-empty open po-neighborhood, (Wx, W) s.t. whenever x, y, z ∈ Ui ∩ Wx , then
yWz ⇔ y Ui z.
Two local partial orders U and V on X are equivalent if their union is a local partial order.
In [2], we give a local partial order on the geometric realization |M| of a geometric cubical complex M.
Deﬁnition 2.4. The unordered k-cube, k is the cartesian product [0, 1]k with the standard topology. The ordered
k-cube I k is [0, 1]k with partial order (x1, . . . , xk)(y1, . . . , yk) ⇔ xiyi, i = 1, . . . , k.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let M be a -complex and let v ∈ M0. The star of v in |M| is the union of the interior of all cubes
mk which have v as an iterated face—i.e., a vertex. The interior of mk is the set of points in the geometric realization,
which are in mk but not in any of its faces.
Each k-cube |mk| ∈ |M| has a natural homeomorphism to [0, 1]k and these respect the face maps. The local partial
order on each k-cube is the partial order on I k . In the star of each vertex v ∈ M0, one takes the transitive hull of the
relation. This provides a local partial order, if M is geometric. For details, see [2].
Remark 2.6. The construction in [2] of local partial orders does not give a local partial order on all cubically subdivided
spaces. The crucial point is, that the gluing of cubes in a-complex respects the partial order on In. This follows from
the semi-cubical relations. The cubical Möbius band 3.1 is not obtained as the geometric realization of a -complex.
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Deﬁnition 2.7. Let X and Y be locally partially ordered spaces. A continuous map f : X → Y is a dimap, if for all
x ∈ X there are po-neighborhoods U of x and V of f (x) such that for z,w ∈ f−1(V ) ∩ U , zUw if and only if
f (z)V f (w)
In other words, a dimap is continuous and locally monotone.
Deﬁnition 2.8. A dihomeomorphism is a bijective dimap f : X → Y such that the inverse is a dimap.
To deﬁne a cubically subdivided topological space, we follow the deﬁnition of a triangulation in [1, p. 112]. We
do not allow inﬁnite dimensional complexes, since these are not needed for the applications. But it seems that the
statements will apply in that case too.
Deﬁnition 2.9. Let X be a Hausdorff topological space and let C = {Ck, k = 0, · · · , N} be a family of (possibly
empty) sets of continuous maps such that the elements ck ∈ Ck are maps ck : k → X from the k-cube to X. Then C
is a cubicalization of X if:
(1) X is covered: X =⋃ck∈Ck,k=0,... ck(k).(2) All ck are injective.
(3) For all cm ∈ Cm, cn ∈ Cn, c−1m (cn(n)) is a (possibly empty) face of m and c−1n (cm(m)) is a face of n,
and, moreover,
c−1n ◦ cm : c−1m (cn(n)) → c−1n (cm(m))
is a linear isomorphism.
(4) X has the weak topology with respect to the inclusions: A ⊂ X is closed if and only if A ∩ ck(k) is closed for
all ck .
Remark 2.10. Any triangulizable space has a cubicalization. This follows from the fact that there is a cubic barycentric
subdivision of a triangulation. Each n-simplex Sn is divided into n + 1 n-cubes, each of which have a vertex v at the
barycenter and a diagonally opposite vertex at a vertex wi of the n-simplex. The other vertices are midpoints of those
edges in Sn which are in the star of wi .
Deﬁnition 2.11. Given a space X with a cubicalization C, a local partial order of (X, C), called a cubical local partial
order, consists of the following:
For each cube ck ∈ Ck , there is a homeomorphism ck : I k → k of the form
ck (x1, . . . , xk) = (ck,1(x1, . . . , xk),ck,2(x1, . . . , xk), . . . ,ck,k(x1, . . . , xk)),
where ck,j (x1, . . . , xk) is either xj or 1 − xj .
These maps ck should satisfy the compatibility relation: For all cm ∈ Cm, cn ∈ Cn, the map
(cn ◦ cn)−1 ◦ cm ◦ cm : (cm ◦ cm)−1(cn(n)) → In
is a dimap.
Lemma 2.12. Let X = n be the n-cube with all its subcubes and let I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. Then the partial
order (x1, . . . , xn)(y1, . . . , yn) if xiyi for i ∈ I and xiyi for i /∈ I is a cubical local partial order on X.
Proof. The map cn : In → X has coordinate functions xi → 1 − xi for i ∈ I and xi → xi otherwise. The maps to
the various subcubes are given by restriction. 
Corollary 2.13. A cubical local partial order on (X, C) deﬁnes a local partial order, which makes all ck dihomeo-
morphisms.
Proof. All cubes ck(k) have a partial order from the requirement that ck is a dihomeomorphism. Now take the
transitive hull of these relations in each star of a vertex. Compatibility ensures that this is well deﬁned. 









Fig. 2. A cubicalized Möbius strip which has a cubical local partial order.
Corollary 2.14. Suppose in a cubical complex (X, C), we have provided c2 for all 2-cubes c2 and c1 for all edges
c1. And suppose that they satisfy the compatibility, 2.11. Then there is a unique extension to a cubical local partial
order on all of (X, C)
Proof. All cubes have been provided with a direction on the edges such that these agree on edges which are opposite
in a 2-face. Hence we get an induced partial order on each cube. By 2.12, the induced local partial order is in fact a
cubical local partial order. And it is unique, since we require compatibility. 
Remark 2.15. A cubical complex has several different meanings in the literature. For instance, group actions on
such complexes—in particular when they are non-positively curved—have been studied intensively by M. Gro-
mov and others. In this case, the metric is important. This is not the main point here. We are interested in the
local partial order on Rn and hence the cubes, and whether this can be transferred consistently to the cubical
complex.
3. Construction of a cubical local partial order
Deﬁnition 3.1. A cubical Möbius strip [7] is a 2-complex with 2-cells A1, . . . , Ak , k2 glued as pictured in Fig. 1.
It is clear that a cubical Möbius strip does not have a consistent cubical local partial order, since opposite edges in
a 2-cell should be ordered consistently, and there is no consistent choice of an order on the family of edges generated
by taking edges opposite the edge ab in the 2-cells.
It is possible however to ﬁnd a cubical subdivision of the Möbius strip, which has a cubical local partial order. There
are many ways of doing that—the following example is from [2]:
Example 3.2. If the identiﬁcation of edges is made as in Fig. 2, then starting with a direction on the edge , directions
are generated on all vertical edges plus the horizontal edges of A1, and no obstructions arise. It is clear that one
can choose directions on the remaining horizontal edges in a consistent way, and this gives a cubical local partial
order.
Hence, a cubical local partial order does not give an orientation of the manifold. In other words: non-orientable
manifolds can have cubical local partial orders.
Example 3.3. A cubical Möbius strip can be subdivided to obtain a cubicalization which can be directed. There are
many ways of doing this, but this is the one, which will be useful later: subdivide all edges once by adding a vertex in
the middle, then subdivide 2-cubes by adding a vertex in the center and inserting edges from this vertex to the midpoints
of the edges—thus subdividing a 2-cube into 4 cubes. Then in particular the non-compatible edges (vertical in Fig. 1)






Fig. 3. A subdivided cubical Möbius strip has a cubical local partial order.
a
a
Fig. 4. A cubical Möbius strip with a self-intersection.
are subdivided, and the relation generated around the Möbius band implies that either all these edges are oriented away
from the zero section of the band or they all point towards it. See Fig. 3. The horizontal edges may certainly be oriented
consistently.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Let M be a cubicalized topological space. Two edges in M are related, if they are opposite edges in a
2-cell in M. Edge-equivalence is the equivalence relation generated by this relation.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a cubicalized topological space. Then an equivalence class of edges has either no consistent
choice of direction of the edges or it has two.
Proof. If the equivalence class contains the vertical edges of an immersed cubical Möbius band as in 3.1, there is no
consistent direction. If not, choose a direction on one edge, orient the edges opposite to it in a 2-cell and iterate this.
Since there are two choices for the direction of the ﬁrst edge, the equivalence class has two consistent directions.
Remark 3.6. As noticed in [7], the cubical Möbius strip does not have to be embedded in M. The conﬂict arising from
the relation of being opposite edges in a 2-cell could reuse some of the 2-cells, as seen in the bow-like shape in Fig. 4
This does not affect the above proof.
Proposition 3.7. A cubicalized topological space (X, C) has a cubical local partial order if and only if it does not
contain any immersed cubical Möbius bands
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Proof. If there are immersed cubical Möbius bands in (X, C), by Lemma 3.5 there is no consistent orientation of the
edges of the 2-cells and hence no consistent cubical local partial order of (X, C).
Suppose (X, C) does not contain any cubical Möbius strips. The cubical partial order on a cube is given, once we
provide a consistent orientation of the edges, and moreover, all the 2n consistent orientations of the edges of an n-cube
give a cubical partial order by Lemma 2.12. Pick an edge in (X, C) and orient it. Then orient all the edges equivalent to
it consistently. Since there are no immersed cubical Möbius bands, there are no obstructions to this. Now pick another
edge which has not already been oriented, choose an orientation on it and orient edges equivalent to it consistently.
Keep doing this until all edges have an orientation. This gives the 2-cells a consistent partial order. Give the higher
dimensional cubes the induced partial order. 
We remind the reader of some deﬁnitions from combinatorics, which may be found in for instance [3].
Deﬁnition 3.8. A d-polytope is the convex hull of a ﬁnite subset ofRd . Such a polytope is cubical if all its proper faces,
i.e., faces of dimension strictly less than d are combinatorially isomorphic to cubes. A facet is a d − 1 dimensional
face. The boundary complex is the complex which comprises the topological boundary of the polytope.
With notation from [7], we quote
Deﬁnition 3.9. The derivative complex of the boundary complex Q of a cubical d-polytope is an abstract cubical
complex D(Q) whose vertices are the midpoints of all edges of Q and whose facets correspond to pairs (F, [e]), where
F is a facet and [e] is an equivalence class of edges in F as deﬁned above. The facets of D(Q) separate opposite facets
of Q.
For examples and pictures, see [7].
Each connected component of the derivative complex is a d − 1 dimensional PL-manifold, the dual manifolds of Q.
Corollary 3.10. For every cubical d-polytope, P, (d3) the dual manifolds of P are orientable if and only if P admits
a cubical local partial order.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of our Prop. 3.7 and Prop. 2.1 in [7], which states that the dual manifolds are
orientable if and only if P contains no immersed cubical Möbius bands. 
It is well known that the barycentric subdivision gives rise to a ﬁner cubical (or simplicial) subdivision of a space:
Deﬁnition 3.11. Let (M, C) be a cubicalized space. Then the barycentric subdivision of the cubicalization is the
cubicalization induced by subdividing n = In into the 2n subcubes [k1, k1 + 1/2] × · · · × [kn, kn + 1/2], where
ki ∈ {0, 1/2}.
Theorem 3.12. Let M be a cubicalized topological space. Then there is a cubical local partial order on M compatible
with the once barycentrically subdivided cubical structure on M.
Proof. We have to see that after subdividing once, there are no cubical Möbius strips left.
Look at the equivalence classes of edges, 3.4, in the original cubical structure. If the 2-cell complex support-
ing an equivalence class of edges contains no cubical Möbius strips, then it gives rise to two equivalence classes
in the subdivided complex, neither of which contain cubical Möbius strips. An equivalence class E, which con-
tains a cubical Möbius strip gives rise to one equivalence class in the subdivided complex: for any edge [a, b]
in E, with midpoint c; going around the Möbius strip we see that [a, c] is equivalent to [b, c], as one may see
from Fig. 3 or by cutting a Möbius band along the zero-section. This equivalence class has two compatible orien-
tations: either orient all subdivided edges in the equivalence class towards the midpoint of the original edges or away
from it. 
Corollary 3.13. Any triangulizable space has a cubical local partial order.
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Corollary 3.14. Let M be a cubicalized topological space without immersed cubical Möbius bands. The number of
cubical local partial orders corresponding to the given cubicalization is 2e where e = #{equivalence classes of edges}.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5. 
Corollary 3.15. For every cubical d-polytope, the polytope obtained by subdividing once has orientable dual mani-
folds.
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